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Introduction 
 
In August/September 2009 the RACQ Traffic & Safety Department undertook a road inspection 
tour of major Queensland highways in the North, Central and Southern Queensland.  The tour 
included meetings with representatives at Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) 
offices in the regions to gain a better understanding of issues and current condition of the 
National and State road network in these areas.  It also provided the opportunity to better 
comprehend the difficulties of building and maintaining roads in harsh weather and inferior soil 
conditions.   
 
General measurements were taken of traffic lanes, shoulders and clear zones.  Visual 
assessments of the roads such as pavement condition, delineation, ride comfort and presence of 
roadside hazards were recorded together with observational surveys of traffic mix.  These were 
logged and are discussed in greater detail within the main report.   
 
The data collected, with the knowledge and understanding of relevant local issues gained, 
together with the fact that RACQ experts were „on-site‟, generated a great deal of media interest 
and community feedback throughout both tours.    
 
The two week-long trips are shown below: 
 

 
 

South-western Queensland (1750km) 
(August 31 – September 4) 

 
 

•  Warrego Highway 
•  Moonie Highway  
•  Balonne Highway 
•  Mitchell Highway 

 
North, North Western and Central 

Queensland (2250km) 
(September 14-18) 

 
•  Flinders Highway  
•  Barkly Highway  
•  Landsborough Highway 
•  Capricorn Highway 
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South Western 
Queensland Regional 
Road Tour 
 
 

Moonie Highway (Dalby – 
Moonie) 
 
The pavement surface has failed (in sections) 
in the initial 20km south of Dalby due to 
environmental cracking (caused by 
expansion/contraction of foundations).  This 
makes the ride bumpy and uneven for the 
initial 15-20km south of Dalby.   
 

 
 

 
 
The 110km/h section begins approximately 
15km out of Dalby town.  Some sections of 
road are wide enough to accommodate edge 
lines, however edge lines disappeared and 
reappeared on random sections with only 
temporary tags glued onto the road to 
simulate edge lines.  
 
The Moonie Highway, Dalby – Moonie 
generally has wide (3.25m plus) lanes with 
some roadside hazards >10m from the 

pavement including trees and exposed 
culverts. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Moonie Highway (Moonie – St 
George) 
 
The road section south of Moonie is signed at 
100km/h; however the road and roadside 
appeared to be consistent to the Dalby - 
Moonie section.  Some minor works such as 
removing trees closer than 9m from the road 
(approximately 150km from St George) may 
allow for a 110km/h speed zone.   
 

 
 
It was again noted that there were sections of 
the Moonie Highway where the pavement has 
been widened or is wide enough to support 
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an edge line but no edge line is present (e.g., 
approximately 30km from Moonie).  A driver 
travelling close to the left side of the 
pavement edge of this section could 
inadvertently drive into an exposed culvert, 
whether or not post mounted delineators are 
present and visible. 
 

 
 
A number of post mounted delineators have 
been struck and damaged, especially the first 
of two on the left side of the road used to 
identify the location of culverts.  The 
frequency of strikes suggests the road 
authority should undertake inspections at 
more regular intervals with a view to replacing 
damaged post-mounted delineators on a 
mass action basis. 
   
Supplementing the separation line with yellow 
raised retro-reflective pavement markers 
(RRPMs) could improve delineation and more 
frequent use of kilometre post markers could 
improve driver information. 
 
The Moonie River Bridge (near Glenmorgan 
Rd/Teefal St intersection) has inappropriate 
fish-tail ends on bridge safety barriers.  These 
should be replaced with higher standard, 
safer end treatments (e.g., 
bullnose/MELT/zero-flare) to prevent a 
potential spearing hazard.   
 
It is recommended that audio tactile line 
marking (ATLM) treatments (and/or rumble 
strips) be applied on the approaches to all 
bridge infrastructure across the road network.  
 
The Moonie River, 52km east of St George, is 
subject to flooding after rains. 
 

Fatigue rest areas are provided with 
adequate facilities, including truck rest stops 
and car rest areas.  Blue post-mounted 
delineators provide good driver information 
and advance warning of rest stop/pullover 
areas. 
 
In general the Moonie Highway (Dalby – St 
George) generally has wide (3.25m plus) 
lanes with some roadside hazards >10m 
from the pavement including trees and 
exposed culverts.  It has a relatively low 
average annual daily traffic AADT.   
 
It is recommended that improvements 
focus on:  

 improving delineation (providing 
yellow RRPMs to supplement the 
separation line, providing edge 
lines, and replacing damaged post 
mounted delineators); 

 widening sections with <8m sealed 
width; 

 installing appropriate safety barrier 
end treatments at bridges 
(including ATLM and/or rumble 
strips on bridge approaches; and 

 removing all roadside hazards to 
provide an adequate clear zone. 

 
 

Balonne Highway (St George – 
Bollon) 
 
The Balonne Highway has a 100km/h posted 
speed limit, with good clear zones (>9m) due 
to grading of roadside verges and generally 
good delineation including post mounted 
delineators.  There is a low AADT. 
 
The sealed width varies along this section, 
with narrow lanes (approximately 3m lane 
width close to St George), limited shoulder 
widths and no edge lines.    
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The pavement condition is generally good 
except for some sections with drop-offs from 
the pavement edge to the unsealed shoulder 
primarily due to road trains (up to Type 2 
Road Trains) passing with the left wheels off 
the seal.   
 
Approximately 10km from Bollon the 
pavement changes to a red colour of what 
appears to be an older age seal.   
 
The road narrows and again the edges are 
broken/poor with drop-offs from sealed 
surface to unsealed shoulder (again likely due 
to road trains).  Wallam Creek, close to Bollon 
is subject to flooding after rains. 
  
 

Balonne Highway (Bollon – 
Cunnamulla) 
 
Once in the Paroo Shire the separation line 
drops out but the pavement is wide (approx. 
9m seal (140km to Cunnamulla).  However 
there are some narrow sections, e.g., at 60km 

from Cunnamulla the sealed width is only 
5.4m.   
 
Clear zones are generally good at >9m, with 
good shoulders for most part.  Good post-
mounted delineators. Pattersons 
Watercourse, 30km west of Bollon, is subject 
to flooding after rains. 
 
In general, the Balonne Highway (St 
George – Cunnamulla) has a low AADT, 
has infrequent intersections and good 
roadsides. 
 
Due to low traffic volumes it is 
recommended that improvements to this 
road primarily focus on maintaining the 
road surface and road shoulders to an 
appropriate standard (minimise pavement 
to unsealed shoulder drop-offs) with a 
view to allocating funding in future years’ 
Road Implementation Plans (RIP) for 
prioritisation of gradual widening of all 
sections to at least an 8m sealed width 
and investigate improvements to enhance 
flood proofing.  
 
 

Mitchell Highway (Cunnamulla – 
Wyandra) 

 
This section of the Mitchell Highway is signed 
at 110km/h, is relatively straight and flat 
(follows the rail line), with no pavement 
defects apart from some outer (left) wheel 
path and shoulder repairs.   
 
The lane widths are generally >3.25m with 0-
1m shoulders and good clear zones.  The line 
marking and post-mounted delineators are in 
good condition.   
 
Closer to Wyandra the shoulders disappear, 
with corresponding pavement edge failures 
due to heavy vehicles passing and the left 
wheels dropping of the sealed surface.   
 
At approximately 10km from Wyandra the 
sealed width is narrow (6m), with some 
cracking and depressions appearing.  Edge 
lines are painted on the very edge of sealed 
pavement, with some edges broken and paint 
being marked on unsealed part of the road 
shoulder.  
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Mitchell Highway (Wyandra – 
Charleville) 
 
This section continues to be relatively flat and 
straight, but is generally narrow with no 
shoulders or edge lines and is signed at 
100km/h.  The pavement edges continue to 
be broken in sections with drop-offs from 
sealed pavement to unsealed shoulders.   
 
It is generally more rough, bumpy and uneven 
than the Cunnamulla – Wyandra section.   
The sealed width is approximately 6m; but, 
with shoulders being broken, this can reduce 
the available sealed width to as little as 5.7-
5.8m.  Post mounted delineators and line 
markings are generally in good condition. 
   

 
 
The roadside verges have been graded to 
provide good clear zones >9m and wide 
drainage areas on the sides of the road. 
 

 
 
The Mitchell Highway (Cunnamulla – 
Charleville) has a relatively low AADT with 
the road surface being in generally good 
condition.  Charleville to Cunnamulla is 
subject to flooding after rains. 
 
It is recommended that improvements to 
the Mitchell Highway primarily focus on 
maintaining the road surface and road 
shoulders to an appropriate standard 
(minimising sealed pavement to unsealed 
shoulder drop-offs) with a view to 
allocating funding in future years’ RIPs for 
prioritisation of gradually widening all 
sections to at least an 8m sealed width 
and investigating improvements to 
enhance flood proofing. 
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Diamantina Developmental Road 
(Charleville – 20km west of 
Charleville) 
 
This section is 5.5 - 6m wide from Charleville 
for approximately 10km to where a new 
section increases to 8-9m as part of the 
project to upgrade the Ward River Bridge and 
approaches.  The road widening and new 
bridge were impressive at a cost of only 
$15m.  Grading of the road verges to 
approximately 7m from the sealed edge was 
observed at the time of inspection creating 
good clear zones and drainage areas. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Travelling west from Charleville, a sign warns 
of this being a road train route (see above) 
and the need to exercise caution when 
overtaking or approaching these large 
vehicles by preparing to move off the sealed 
road surface.  However no warning is given 
about the possibility of getting bogged on 
these soft verges, particularly after rain.          
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In general, the Diamantina Developmental 
Road (for 20km west of Charleville) has a 
very low AADT and maintenance funding 
should continue to be allocated.  Road 
widening projects should be programmed 
subject to other priority upgrades within 
this DTMR Region.   Consideration should 
be given to advising motorists of soft 
roadside verges by use of a SOFT EDGES 
(W5-Q05) sign. 
 
 

Warrego Highway (Charleville – 
Morven) 
 
Approximately 5-10km from Charleville the 
sealed width varies between 7 and 8m with a 
0-1m sealed shoulder.  The delineation is 
good and the road generally runs parallel to 
the rail line.   
 
There are many floodways along this section 
with a corresponding degradation of the 
pavement quality across floodways. This is 
common across the Queensland road 
network as upgrading floodways to a 
reasonable standard typically costs far more 
than general road maintenance activities.    
 
At approximately 70km from Charleville there 
was shoulder and pavement strengthening 
work in the left wheel path for four kilometres, 
which was followed soon after by more 
roadworks for an upgrade (widening and 
strengthening) of the Angellala Creek Bridge.  
The Warrego Highway Road Widening 
Project was due for completion in December 
2009 at a total cost of $6m.   
 
Just after exiting the sidetrack due to 
construction of the upgraded Angellala Bridge 
the road width is only 5.6m and there are 
broken edges and a generally rough surface.   
 
It is recommended that road widening 
continues in future to upgrade this section.   
 

 
 

 
 
Woolshed Creek, 23km west of Morven, is 
subject to flooding after rains. 
 
A major failure (shoving/pushing) of the 
shoulder and left wheel path at a culvert is 
noted at approximately 13km west of Morven, 
with various other pavement failures around 
10km west of Morven. 
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Warrego Highway (Morven to 
Mitchell) 
 
The road width varies along this section but is 
generally >8m with good shoulders, good 
delineation and clear zones.  Audio tactile line 
marking (ATLM) is present over short 
distances.   
 
There are sections where the pavement 
surface quality is poor (surface failures, 
rough/uneven, dips and corrugations).    The 
110km/h speed zone is reinstated east of the 
Mungalala Bridge.   
 
There are some shoulder and outer (left) 
wheel path repairs at 10km from Mitchell.   
 
The Type 2 Road Train route ends just west 
of Mitchell, where the pavement quality is 
particularly poor and sealed width is <8m on 
approach to Mitchell. 
 

 
Warrego Highway (Mitchell – 
Muckadilla) 
 
There is a narrow bridge east of Mitchell over 
the Maranoa River but the sealed width of 
other carriageway is >8.5m, with good 
delineation and post mounted delineators.   
 
Some pavement repairs have occurred on 
this section but pavement defects and 
failures, including corrugations, are still 
regularly present. There are higher traffic 
volumes along this section. 
 

 
 
 

Warrego Highway (Muckadilla – 
Roma) 
 
The section east of Muckadilla is signed as 
having an “Uneven Surface”.  There are 
pavement and shoulder failures, shoving on 
the edge line and corrugations that contribute 
to an uneven ride.  The roadsides are good 
although the shoulder width narrows 
considerably on approach to Roma.  
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Warrego Highway (Roma – Miles) 
 
The sealed width is generally >8.5m, with 
some narrow sections <8m.  It has good 
delineation, post mounted delineators, ATLM 
and is signed at 100km/h.  A bridge located 
approximately 14km east of Roma and 
another at Eaglehawk Creek have yellow 
RRPMs, rumble strips on the shoulder and 
ATLM on the edge line. 
 

 
 

 
 
An „Uneven Surface‟ sign is located 
approximately 30km east of Roma.  This 
section from Roma to Miles shows signs of 
environmental cracking, rutting of the 
unsealed shoulder in narrow sections, 
shoulder failures, roadside hazards within 5-
10m, is rough and has an uneven surface.   
 

 
 

 
 
The road condition is especially poor around 
Dulacca to Drillham but is good from 10km 
west of Miles to Miles.   
 
The Warrego Highway from Roma to Miles 
includes a number of truck pullover/parking 
areas.  An on-road vehicle observation survey 
indicated a proportion of heavy vehicles of 
47% west of Dulacca and 20% at 20km west 
of Miles. 
 
 

Warrego Highway (Miles – 
Chinchilla) 
 
The surface of this section was generally 
good, with ATLM and >8.5m sealed width, 
apart from a rough surface and shoving in the 
left wheel path approximately 20km from 
Miles.  Clearance to roadside hazards such 
as trees could be improved in sections. 
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There is visibly more traffic on the road in this 
section.   
 
Approximately 10km from Chinchilla there is a 
poor section with unsealed shoulders, and the 
road surface is bumpy, uneven and has 
surface failures.  
 
 

Warrego Highway (Chinchilla - 
Dalby) 
 
East of Chinchilla the lane width is good but 
shoulders are 0-1m and it is bumpy and 
uneven, with a failed surface and outer (left) 
wheel path depressions.  East of Brigalow it is 
bumpy for 10km but has good roadsides.  
The pavement quality then deteriorates again, 
with outer (left) wheel path 
failures/depressions, and corrugations to 
Warra.   
 
Immediately east of Warra the road is 
generally bumpy, with narrow lane widths, 
very limited shoulder widths and poor edge 
lines.   

 
Some ATLM has been installed and clear 
zones are generally good.   There are some 
wide sections between Warra and Dalby but 
various sections still show signs of a failed 
pavement surface, especially approaching 
Dalby.  There is evidence of pavement 
repairs on this section. 
 
An on-road vehicle observation survey from 
Brigalow to Dalby showed a 25% heavy 
vehicle proportion in the traffic mix. 
 
 

Warrego Highway (Dalby - 
Toowoomba) 
 
This section of the National Highway carries a 
significant volume of traffic (~6000 AADT) 
coupled with a high percentage of heavy 
vehicles including B-doubles and triple-trailer 
vehicles (up to 35% heavy vehicles was 
recorded in a short on-road survey).  
 
There are three overtaking lanes in this 
section, however more are required, 
especially in the section from Oakey to 
Toowoomba.   
 
The road condition is generally good, 
however there is a poor section from 
approximately 20km east of Dalby to Dalby, 
with surface failures and patching.  There are 
other short sections of bumpy/uneven road 
surface and/or patched surface between 
Dalby and Toowoomba.   
 
A poor end treatment (fish-tail) was identified 
on a bridge safety barrier approximately 15km 
east of Dalby. 
 
Traffic lanes are 3.25m wide or more, with 
some sections of narrow shoulders <0.5m, 
however separation line delineation could be 
improved by using yellow RRPMs.  
Roadsides are generally good, with clear run-
off areas >10m, however approximately 20km 
east of Dalby some electricity poles are within 
5-10m of the pavement.    
 
 

Overall Comments for Warrego 
Highway 
 
Maintenance and infrastructure upgrades 
have not kept pace with the increasing 
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demands placed on the Warrego Highway. 
The condition of some sections has 
deteriorated due to increased heavy 
vehicle movements, poor soil types, 
adverse weather conditions and the age of 
the pavement. 
 
Appropriate levels of funding for 
maintenance and capital works need to be 
sourced from the Federal Government to 
upgrade and maintain the road to an 
acceptable standard.  
 
In general pavement quality is poor and 
the road width is narrow in sections from 
Morven to Macalister.  There are 
particularly poor sections between 
Chinchilla and Warra, and Dulacca and 
Drillham. 
 
The following recommendations apply to 
the Warrego Highway (Charleville – 
Toowoomba).   
 
It is recommended that all sealed widths 
<9m be strengthened and widened to at 
least a 9m standard and all hazardous 
roadside objects within the clear zone be 
removed or protected. 
 
For increased freight movement 
efficiency, Type 2 Road Train access must 
be established from Mitchell to Roma by 
widening and strengthening the pavement, 
along with bridge and culvert/floodway 
upgrades for improved flood immunity 
and safety.   
 
A regular network of heavy vehicle and 
light vehicle rest areas with suitable 
facilities and all-weather access should be 
provided to encourage drivers to rest and 
avoid potential fatigue related crashes.  
 
Overtaking demand is a major safety 
concern from Oakey to Toowoomba due to 
current traffic volumes and a high 
percentage of heavy vehicles.  Oakey to 
Toowoomba requires duplication of the 
road, or at least regular overtaking lanes.   
 
These improvements are aimed at 
improving the safety for road users and 
preserving the road asset so the road 
remains open to support the communities 
and the increasing road freight task. 
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North, North-Western and 
Central Queensland 
Regional Road Tour 
 
 
The Flinders Highway is defined as an 
AusLink B road, where the Federal 
Government funds major infrastructure 
improvements but the maintenance is 
controlled and funded by the State 
Government. 
 
 

Flinders Highway (Townsville - 
Charters Towers) 
 
This section has wide lanes and shoulders 
but there are some defects, such as outer  
(left) wheel path failures and surface 
patching.   
 
There is good traveller information west of 
Townsville, with good delineation and use of 
ATLM as an anti-fatigue countermeasure. 
 

 
 

 

More overtaking opportunities are required, 
especially in undulating and winding sections 
approximately 50km east of Charters Towers 
to Charters Towers.   
 
From 40km east of Charters Towers to 10km 
east of Charters Towers the road surface is 
quite poor in sections, with some failures in 
the outer (left) wheel paths.   
 
The road surface is bumpy and uneven, with 
some alligator cracking and minor patching in 
sections. 
  
 

Flinders Highway (Charters 
Towers - Hughenden) 
 
This section is generally flat and straight with 
less traffic than Townsville – Charters 
Towers.  There are some narrow pavements 
<8m, including narrow bridges, e.g., Cape 
River and Bullock Creek.   
 
There is another traveller information sign 
upon leaving Charters Towers. 
 

 
 
The speed limit reduces to 100km/h west of 
Charters Towers and then increases to 
110km/h approximately 100km from 
Hughenden.   
 
There are some sections with hazardous 
roadside objects within a 5-10m clear zone.  
The pavement surface is bumpy and rough in 
sections but generally good.  There are a 
number of truck pullover/rest stops and 
vehicle rest stops.   
 
At approximately 20km from Hughenden 
there were road works for approximately 7km. 
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In general, the section of the Flinders 
Highway from Townsville - Hughenden is 
in good condition without many surface 
defects, is wide and has good shoulders.      
 
There are generally good roadsides, free 
of hazards and good delineation.   
 
Narrow bridges require widening (and 
flood proofing), narrow sealed sections 
should be a minimum 8m width (3.5m 
lanes with 0.5m shoulders) and preferably 
9m width. 
 
There is a need for more overtaking 
opportunities in undulating sections from 
Townsville - Charters Towers. 
 
 

Flinders Highway (Hughenden - 
Richmond) 
 
In general this section is rough, bumpy and 
undulating, with significant outer (left) wheel 
path and shoulder depressions / failures 
present, especially at floodways / culverts.   
 

 

 
 
The pavement appears >20years old.  There 
are large bumps at culverts (black soil lifts the 
culverts relative to the road in the wet 
season).  This can be seen by truck tyres 
marks skipping over culvert edges.   
 
Some shoulder repair work is present and 
there is a good rest area approximately 50km 
from Richmond. 
  

 
 

 
  
In general, the section of the Flinders 
Highway from Hughenden - Richmond 
requires more maintenance funding for 
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pavement rehabilitation and strengthening 
in the outer (left) wheel path, on 
shoulders, and at floodways / culverts, 
where the pavement quality is generally 
poor.   
 
The damage is a result of heavy vehicles, 
the poor quality in situ soils / foundation 
and extreme weather conditions, which 
collectively contribute to regular 
pavement failures. 
 
 

Flinders Highway (Richmond - 
Julia Creek) 
 
A roadwork project (widening and pavement 
strengthening) was in progress west of 
Richmond as part of the Flinders Highway – 
Widening and Rehabilitations Project (cost of 
$2.1m).  It was due for completion in 
September 2009. 
   

 
 

 
 
There are sections with a narrow seal <8m 
with little to no shoulders present.   
 

 
 
The pavement surface is patched in sections, 
rough, bumpy and uneven, with some 
significant outer (left) wheel path/shoulder 
failures.   
 
There were upgraded sections, e.g., resealing 
at approximately 103km from Julia Creek for 
15km and another at 85km from Julia Creek 
for 2.5km, and pavement resealing / 
strengthening works (shoulder plus 2m of 
each lane) approximately 60km from Julia 
Creek.   
 
There are no roadsides hazards for much of 
this section and it is typically flat with a 
generally straight alignment. 
 
The sealed width narrows (<8m) 
approximately 25km from Julia Creek, where 
it appears to be an older seal, with some 
rough sections, environmental cracking and 
pavement patching repairs present. 
  
In general, the section of Flinders Highway 
between Richmond - Julia Creek is 
patched, rough, bumpy and uneven, with 
some significant outer (left) wheel path 
and shoulder depressions/failures 
present.   
 
It is recommended that narrow sections 
<8m wide be prioritised for capital works 
funding (shoulder and outer (left) wheel 
path pavement rehabilitation and 
strengthening, especially at floodways / 
culverts, where the pavement quality is 
generally poor) and more maintenance 
funding be sourced to repair pavement 
defects as they arise.    
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Flinders Highway (Julia Creek - 
Cloncurry) 
 
This section is generally more narrow (7-8m 
sealed width) with floodways in relatively poor 
condition than easterly sections.  Pavement 
condition is generally good with some repair 
work present, except floodways have not 
been upgraded. 
 
 

 
  
In general, the section of Flinders Highway 
between Julia Creek and Cloncurry is 
generally narrow with floodways in poor 
condition.  
 
 It is recommended that narrow sections 
<8m width be upgraded and adequate 
funding be sourced from the Federal 
Government to improve floodways and 
flood immunity. 
 
 

Overall Comments for Flinders 
Highway 
 
Due to the difficult soil conditions and the 
presence of heavy vehicles (Type 1 and 2 
Road Trains) regular pavement failures are 
common and to be expected, especially 
after rains.     
 
Adequate maintenance funding needs to 
be available/allocated to repair pavement 
failures as they arise and adequate 
Federal Government funding needs to be 
allocated to continue widening narrow 
sections (<8m) preferably to 9m standard 
including bridges, pavement 
rehabilitation, pavement strengthening 
and improving the flood immunity of the 
road (improving pavement quality, safety 
and raising the height of floodways).   
 
Truck rest stops (and vehicle rest stops) 
with adequate facilities should be 
provided at regular intervals to encourage 

drivers to rest and avoid fatigue related 
crashes.    
 
These improvements are aimed at 
improving the safety for road users and 
preserving the road asset so the road 
remains open to support the communities 
and the increasing road freight task. 
 
 

Barkly Highway (Cloncurry - 
Mount Isa) 
 
The road is winding through undulating 
countryside and, as such, has significant 
lengths of double barrier lines to prevent 
overtaking where sight distance is 
inadequate.  There are a number of 
overtaking lanes (seven westbound and six 
eastbound between Cloncurry and Mount 
Isa); but, due to vertical and horizontal 
alignment (and significant proportion of heavy 
vehicles), this section would benefit from 
more overtaking opportunities.   
 
In general the surrounding countryside is 
much greener, with trees and vegetation.  
Steel beam guardrail and wire rope safety 
barrier are used effectively to prevent run-off 
road crashes into hazardous roadside 
objects.   
 
Some rock faces in cuttings and other objects 
could be better protected.  However, this may 
not be possible due to the limited road width 
(<8m) in some sections, particularly through 
cuttings.  Apart from this, the road is generally 
wide and is in good condition overall.  
 
Flooding in early 2009 caused sections of the 
Barkly Highway to break up in 19 places from 
50km west of Cloncurry to 8km from Mount 
Isa.  The DTMR has accessed disaster 
funding to repair these. 
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Landsborough Highway 
(Cloncurry – Winton) 
 
In general, the road narrows at culverts and 
bridges and most culverts are exposed.  The 
pavement condition deteriorates at floodways 
and culverts.  The culverts are bumpy to 
cross. 
 

 
 
There is a presence of roadside hazards, 
mainly due to exposed culverts and some 
hazardous objects located 5-10m from the 
pavement.   
 
The McKinlay floodways are narrow and 
bumpy.  However, there are some reseals on 
this section of road.  
 
Just out of McKinlay (70km to Kynuna), the 
road is narrow at approximately 7m sealed 
width (~3m lanes + 0.5m shoulders).  The 
pavement condition varies from good to poor 
in sections, with up to 0.5m shoulders.  There 
is a generally low level of roughness and 
bumps (especially at culverts), with good 
roadsides and the speed limit is 110km/h.   
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From 50km west of Kynuna to Kynuna a 7.5 – 
8m sealed width and a good road surface 
showed no major problems. Wild Duck Creek 
(28km to Kynuna) is narrow and bumpy. 
 
East of Kynuna the sealed width is generally 
good, with good roadsides, delineation and 
pavement quality apart from it being generally 
bumpy.  
 

 
 
The section from 80km west of Winton to 
Winton has some narrow sections (<8m) of 
sealed width.  This section is more rough and 
bumpy, especially over culverts, and has 
surface failures including environmental 
cracking and patch repairs.  There are slight 
corrugations, possibly due to the black soil. 
   

 
 
The pavement in this section appears old and 
may be susceptible to regular failures after 
wet weather.  All sealed widths <8m 
(including culverts, etc.) should be widened 
and strengthened to provide an all weather 
route. 
 
 

Landsborough Highway (Winton 
– Longreach) 
 
There is noticeably more traffic on this 
section.  There are narrow seals <8m wide 
but generally clear roadsides.  ATLM is used 
and there are good rest areas (e.g., Morella) 
with adequate facilities. 
 
This section is generally rough, with 
environmental cracking, surface bleeding and 
patching, particularly at floodways.   
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Some surface cracking along this section 
requires repairing, strengthening and 
widening. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Landsborough Highway 
(Longreach – Barcaldine) 
 
The floodways east of Longreach are lower 
than the approaching road level (dips at 
floodways).  
  

 
 
The seal appears to be of significant age, with 
numerous attempts at shoulder and outer 
(left) wheel path patching.  
 
From approximately 80km west of Barcaldine 
to Barcaldine the pavement quality is 
generally poor and narrow in sections. 
 

 
 
There are some failures in the outer (left) 
wheel path. General pavement 
failures/depressions and broken edges with 
drop-offs to unsealed shoulders are most 
likely due to the narrow road and large 
vehicles dropping wheels off the seal.  In 
some sections (e.g., approximately 60km 
west of Barcaldine) the road is bumpy, rough, 
uneven and undulating.   
 
Some shoulder and left wheel path repairs 
were noted approximately 50km west of 
Barcaldine as well as some repairs along this 
whole section in general. 
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Near Barcaldine the seal appears older again.  
The road is still narrow, bumpy and 
corrugated.  There is a noticeable increase in 
dead native fauna on the road in this section. 
 
In general this section of the 
Landsborough Highway is relatively 
narrow (<8m sealed width), with regular 
surface failures and dips at floodways.  
The road is bumpy, undulating and rough. 
This section requires widening and 
strengthening and improvements at 
floodways. 
 
 

Overall Comments for 
Landsborough Highway 
 
The Landsborough Highway has received 
little funding for maintenance and 
upgrades for many years.  There are 
sections where the road is deteriorating 
due to increased heavy vehicle 
movements, poor soil types and adverse 
weather conditions. 
 
Appropriate levels of funding for 
maintenance and capital works need to be 
sourced from the Federal Government to 
upgrade and maintain the road to an 
acceptable standard, including improving 
the flood immunity so that long detours 
(e.g., using the Flinders Hwy) are avoided 
and/or axle weight limits are not imposed, 
reducing the efficiency of freight 
movements.  Road widening and 
strengthening, preferably to a 9m standard 
is required.   
 
 
 

Capricorn Highway (Barcaldine – 
Alpha) 
 
This section has relatively low traffic volumes 
and is narrow immediately east of Barcaldine, 
but then widens (>8m) to Jericho and the 
road surface generally improves.   
 
The surface is a light colour. There are tree-
lined sections from Barcaldine to Jericho, 
some of these are within a 10m clear zone.   
At Jericho the road crosses the rail line three 
times within 1km. 
 

 
 
East of Jericho the road is wide and in 
generally good condition.  Crossing the Great 
Dividing Range approximately 40km from 
Alpha the road alignment changes to winding 
and rolling with trees at the sides of the road, 
however clear zones are generally good at 
>10m from the seal. 
 

 
 
In general the section of the Capricorn 
Highway (Barcaldine – Alpha) is in good  
condition.  The only recommendations are 
to ensure an appropriate clear zone is 
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provided as well as a good network of rest 
areas for heavy vehicle drivers and other 
road users. 
 
 

Capricorn Highway (Alpha – 
Emerald) 
 
Traffic volumes visibly increased.  The road 
width varies along its length, however there 
are a number of narrow sections <8m sealed 
width with no sealed shoulders. 
   

 
 

 
 
The road alignment varies from straight/flat to 
winding and rolling crossing the Drummond 
range with some hazardous objects being 
within a 10m clear zone. 
   

 

 

 
 
The narrow sections generally have a poorer 
quality road surface, including environmental 
cracking and some outer (left) wheel path 
failures, however some patching repairs are 
present.  
 

 
 
There are limited overtaking opportunities, 
especially in the mountainous terrain 
sections. 
 
In general the Capricorn Highway (Alpha – 
Emerald) is narrow and the pavement 
condition is quite poor in sections.  More 
overtaking opportunities would be 
beneficial for safety on this section, as 
would improving clear zones.   All road 
sections <8m sealed width should be 
widened to 9m and strengthened. 
 
 

Capricorn Highway (Emerald – 
Rockhampton) 
 
There is a narrow section heading east from 
Emerald, with intersections becoming more 
frequent. However most are good, being 
channelised right turn (CHR) design type.  
There is noticeably more traffic on this section 
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with regular and safe overtaking opportunities 
becoming less frequent.   
 

 
 

 
 
It is not uncommon to see a wide or oversize 
load being transported in this section.  There 
are sections of ATLM on the separation line 
and edge lines. 
  

 
 
There are sections of older pavement, with 
some pavement failures and roadside 
hazards within the clear zone, especially in 
the undulating terrain sections.   
 

 
 

 
 
There were some shoulder and outer (left) 
wheel path repairs taking place at 
approximately 180km east of Emerald. 
 

 
 
There are two overtaking lanes, the first at 
approximately 180km from Emerald (~87km 
to Rockhampton) and another at 
approximately 225km from Emerald.   
 
An overtaking lane is required at 
approximately 165km from Emerald travelling 
eastbound, going uphill. 
 
The lanes are more narrow, with poorly 
patched sections, more curves and hills 
through undulating countryside approximately 
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30km from Rockhampton.  Traffic volumes 
increased from Gracemere to Rockhampton.   
 
It is noted that fatigue crashes are an issue 
on the Capricorn Highway, with some good 
signing advising of rest areas and their 
location, encouraging drivers to take a break. 
 

 
 
This section of Capricorn Highway 
(Emerald – Rockhampton) is generally 
good, apart from it being bumpy, uneven 
and rough in sections. More overtaking 
lanes/opportunities would be beneficial for 
traffic flow and safety.   
 
Some improvements to clear zones and 
further maintenance or repair work would 
enhance the general safety and condition 
of the road.   
 
Road widening and strengthening, 
preferably to a 9m standard is required on 
all sections with <8m sealed width.      
 
 


